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Abstract: The paper considers specific features of organization of tourist activity in national parks, which are
the most important category of specially protected natural areas. Basic tasks of national parks in the system
of ecological education of  the population and the development of programs of ecological tourism are
discussed. The author emphasizes the need in competent and efficient tourist offer of the Russian national
parks  in  the Internet environment and   discusses  the  basic  approaches  to creating the contemporary
tourism-related content which can attract attention of consumers of tourist services to natural tourist resources
in Russia. On the basis of careful analysis of the structure and content of websites of Russian national parks,
websites are suggested to be grouped in four websites categories, depending on the completeness and quality
of the information provided. The results of analysis, carried out by the author, allowed him to conclude that
only a quarter (23%) of websites of national parks contain information necessary for tourists and a part of
national  parks  (7%)  have  either  very  poor  tourist  content, or no own informational web resource at all.
Also, based on analysis of appeal of websites of national parks, the author can identify the key factors, either
increasing or decreasing the website appeal, which allows him to suggest basic directions of optimization and
development of web recourses for Russian national parks.
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INTRODUCTION As was already noted above, national parks are more

National parks are the most important category of where, in contrast to our country, there are almost no
specially protected natural areas (SPNA), most nature reserves and wildlife preserves and where the
widespread in the western practice of nature management. dominating structure is just national parks, in which
Despite   their   ubiquitous  implementation,  national nature is not only protected, but also actively
parks in Russia are still considered  as  relatively  new demonstrated to people. At present, tourism becomes an
form of preservation of natural and cultural landscapes, integral part of activity of the contemporary national park,
although  first  national  parks appeared in 1980s as far which organizes special programs and routs, giving an
ago as the former USSR. It should be noted that their opportunity for people to rest outdoor, see unique
appearance signified not only a new conceptual direction landscapes and observe life of wild animals [2].
of preservation of unique natural complexes, by also a The key idea of national parks is an ecological
new form of organization of human leisure and rest, education of population and the creation of  conditions
namely, ecological tourism. for regulated tourism and rest [3]. As a consequence,

At present, tourism has been one  of the most most part of the national park territory is open for visitors,
efficient methods of environmental study and its rapid though their stay on the territory is strictly regulated.
growth attracts investors because profits from Administration  creates  infrastructure necessary for
international tourism increased by 4% in 2012 and the tourist activity on the territory of parks, arranges
number of tourist arrivals amounted to 1035 million ecological paths, designs routs of walking tours and
throughout the world [1]. organizes  camp  sites. This necessitates the organization

typical for the western nature conservation system,
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of efficient commercial activity of national parks, which In this regard, the form of content  acquires  now  entirely
directly depends on the number of visitors, which, in its
turn, favors an increase in profits and growth in
popularity of parks. Unfortunately, this approach has not
yet been widely accepted in Russia. Most of specially
protected areas of the Russian Federation are oriented to
the governmental financing as the main source of their
existence, not only because they do not wish to change
obsolete forms of functioning, but also because they
cannot “sell” their products and services, despite the fact
that it is just the growth of tourist stream that favors
increase in the profits. For example, in 2009, the
“Yellowstone” national park (Wyoming) was visited by
3.3 million people and the “Yosemite” national park
(California) had 3.8 million visitors. The experience of
these eldest national parks of the world proves that the
ecological tourism can bring considerable profits and
overturns the statement that nature conservation activity
is unprofitable by definition [4].

However, under the conditions of large-scale
exploitation of the natural capital, growing negative
impact on the environment should be overcome, primarily
through permanent monitoring and controlling the use of
valuable  natural  resources. Tourist  activity,  based on
the natural resources of the territory, should not only be
economically efficient, but also ensure sustainable
development, i.e., it should be implemented taking into
account the economical growth, adjusted to fit societal
needs [5].

At the same time, to be actively visited, national
parks should not only have an interesting tourist offer,
but also be able to promote it in the Internet environment
through electronic resources [6].

In this regard, national park website becomes
practically the most important tool for promoting the
tourist capabilities; however, the availability of website
alone is not enough to  solve  the promotion problem,
since it’s filling, or the so-called tourist content, plays the
determinant role in this case. It is noteworthy that the
interactivity  becomes  especially significant in  the
system of new virtual reality, since it favors the imitation
of actual senses and  emotions,  which  can be
experienced by Internet users, joining an interactive
activity (visiting virtual museum or taking a virtual tour).

Why the interactivity is so demanded? The point is
that, in the information-overloaded media environment,
the information itself, presented straightforwardly and
pragmatically, becomes  less  significant for a consumer.
He needs a new  form of information delivery, which
would not only be laconic and clear, but also emotionally
rich, which cannot be coped with the traditional methods.

new value, because content, well perceived by audience,
is the basis for any contemporary information resource.
This is even more so, considering that tourist product is
insensible and is perceived by consumers at the stage of
its promotion as a complex of information about tourist
object (tour, excursion and so on).

In this case, low-quality content is either totally
ignored by consumers or interpreted as a low-quality
product. In this regard, we should note that the formed
negative impression automatically translates to the real
tourist  product.  Hence,  a  relevant question to ask is
what kind of tourist content should really be?

Tourist Content: Content is usually taken to mean what
Internet resource (website) is filled with. Content of
website is interrelated with its design like substance is
interrelated with  form  and usually represents text,
pictures and music.

Content is conventionally divided into unique
content, absent  in  search  engines and nonunique
content [7].

Uniqueness  of  content  is usually  checked  using
the method of content analysis with the help of special
services  (antiplagiat.ru,   copyscape.com  and  so  on).
The structure and essence  of  content is estimated both
by search engines and by users. Search engines
appreciate the uniqueness (absence of copies in other
search engines) of the content and how it is optimized to
respond to queries from users. Users appreciate the
quality of the content: can information be easily
perceived, how it conforms the user queries, is
information up to date and can it make user join
discussion.

At the same time, the content can be grouped
according to the type of business or according to the
direction of   professional   activity   of   a  company.
This content is conventionally considered as specialized,
since it reflects the professional or trade-specific features
and, as such, requires special approaches to creation and
promotion.

Tourist content is usually the substance of tourist
web resources: websites  of  tourist administrations,
tourist companies, tourist portals, museum websites,
museums-reserves, national parks, hotels and other
enterprises, organizations and institutions, composing
different sectors of tourism and hospitality.

All these subjects of  tourist  business are designed
to inform consumers and, as such, need a high-quality
original content. However, an important problem here is
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where this content  can  be  taken from, considering that Make the content clearer. In contemporary high-tech
all subjects extract information from almost one and the world, the video content, presenting a wide visual
same source, a considerable part of which comprises imagery,  is  perceived  by users faster and better.
information taken from the Internet. The video sequence should be accompanied by text,

At the same time, new tourist companies are not only for explanation purposes, but also for a
constantly created; moreover, already existing and newly simpler  information  search,  because keywords will
formed tourist portals and blogs should be filled with be easily read off by search engines.
information. At present, user can hardly like the content, Utilize user’s content as much as possible, both to
composed of information extracted using keywords, obtain the additional information and to attract new
formed as search queries, such as “Kamchatka”, users. On  the  one  hand, stories and comments of
“Torzhok”, or  “Polenovo”.  There  are several hundreds, real people will make the resource interesting and
or even several thousands, of these texts in the Internet, lively; on the other hand, they will give new
generally representing a rewrite, i.e., one and the same information about novel routs, tourist objects, events
multiply rewritten information, at the very best giving and other attractions, owing to which the useful and
general idea about the object of tourist demonstration. sometimes even unique, information can be obtained.
This information does  not  “touch” the consumer and Make content more rich, e.g., by applying scientific
well-versed Internet user will indifferently look through approach. History, geography, literature, natural
10-15 of these sources. Probably, he will leave these science, culturology, economy and other fields of
boring pages and visit forums or amateur blogs, where scientific knowledge should serve a basis for the
there are no standard descriptions and artificially imposed development of tourist content. It should be realized
advices; rather, there are lively and colorful story about that the status of users constantly grows and
journey and an interesting picture, reproducing the entire present-day tourists  want  to  know  more about
range of emotions and feelings. well-known  objects,  making research  unavoidable

We will give a  few  recipes  of how tourist content in this case.
can be formed: You should create conditions for integrating the

During creation of the tourist content, please profile, created in Twitter, will attract additional
describe your personal experience or write about visitors. Interesting and nonstandard content can be
things that are really interesting to you. Keen readily promoted in Facebook. Created tourist
feelings,  bright  impressions,  brave associations, content can be efficiently commented on the Google
real episodes of author’s escape from complex Plus platform.
situations are welcome. Humor, slight sarcasm,
figurative metaphors and even some extravagance of With regard to the choice of the methods and
events will be appropriate. approaches to creating any information set, it is important
Try to  give  full  detail  and  keep  the user’s to determine exactly the key targets. They are normally
attention, while describing unusual and poorly lined up, taking into account the needs  of the main
known facts, specific features of  well-known  sights, groups of information users. At present, among the main
their links with interesting persons and events. targets, we can single out two criteria: credibility and
Detailed description not only makes the material accessibility.
interesting, but also increases the degree of its People want to share the formation of the content at
uniqueness and, in particular, through the use of new all stages. Nowadays traveler does not want anymore to
keywords. play a role of passive consumer of information; he himself
While updating tourist content, try to elucidate is an active participant of the process of creation of
broader the news, i.e., write more about new events information resource. His advices, comments, photos and
and various activities. videos, schemes of tourist routs, stories and visual
Use more extensively thematic rubrics, both regular episodes become a lively basis for interesting content,
and periodic. Thematic selections attract attention of arranged according to the principle of interactivity, i.e.,
target groups of users, who subsequently keep in involvement into event. Tourist resource, or its part, is
touch with the resource and constantly wait for a formed from below by users themselves for their own
continuation of a kind of Internet-serial. needs,   taking    into   account   the   specific   features  of

tourist content into social networks. In this regard, a
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perception  of   information   by  target  groups.  Thus,  a Analysis of Web Resources of National Parks in the
tendency toward self-realization is implemented, primarily Russian Federation: If we translate all these
through interest-based communities. It should also be recommendations to the formation of Internet resources
remembered that the contemporary generation, spending of national parks, we should analyze all of the already
their time in the Internet, actively transfers whole its existing web resources,  which  display specialized
virtual experience into “real” life; therefore, contemplation content, uncovering the tourist capabilities of SPNA and,
of the substantial and interesting content in conjunction in particular, national parks of the Russian Federation.
with contemporary technologic capabilities will favor the The Internet-portal of the Ministry of Natural Resources
creation of new methods, approaches and techniques for and Environment of the Russian Federation [9] can be
formation of new types of information resources. presented as the main resource, accumulating information

In its turn, the creation of new tools will make it about all national parks of the Russian Federation.
possible to  create  information thematic resources of a Main information   about   web   resources of
new type, built not only on the entertainment visual national parks of the Russian Federation is presented in
information (attractive picture), but also on the ability of Table 1.
content to uncover new intellectual edges, emphasize the Analyses of data, presented in Table 1, shows that
deep meaning of processes and phenomena, to line up national  parks  largely  were  founded in 1990s and
valuable objectives [8]. already have their  own  fairly  elaborated  web  resources.

Table 1: Main information about web resources of national parks of the Russian Federation.

Availability of

information

## Park name Location Date of foundation Park website e-mail address  www.zapoved.ru

1 Alania National Park North Ossetia Republic February 18, 1998 www.npalania.ru/ +

2 Alkhanay National Park Trans-Baikal region May 15, 1999 www.alkhanai.zabkrai.ru/ +

3 Anyuisky National Park Khabarovsk region December 15, 2007 www.anyuipark.ru/ +

4 Bashkiria National Park Bashkortostan Respublic September 11, 1986 www.npbashkiria.ru/ +

5 Beringia National Park Chukotskiy autonomous region January 17, 2013 www.beringiapark.ru/ +

6 Buzuluksky Bor National Park Orenburg region January 9, 2008 www.buzulukskiybor.ru/ +

Samara region

7 Valdaysky National Park Novgorod region May 17, 1990 www.valdaypark.ru/ +

8 Vodlozersky National Park Republic of Karelia April 20, 1991 www.vodlozero.ru/ +

Arkhangelsk region

9 Trans-Baikal National Park Buryat Republic September 12, 1986 www.npzabaikalsky.ru/ +

10 Zov Tigra National Park Primorskiy Krai June 2, 2007 www.zov-tigra.ru/ +

11 Zyuratkul National Park Chelyabinsk region November 3, 1993 www.zuratkul.ru/ +

12 Kalevalsky National Park Republic of Karelia November 30, 2006 www.kalevalsky-park.ru/ +

13 Kenozersky national park Arkhangelsk region December 28, 1991 www.kenozero.ru/ +

14 Curonian Spit National Park Kaliningrad region November 6, 1987 www.park-kosa.ru/ +

15 Losiny Ostrov National Park Moscow

August 24, 1983 www.elkisland.ru/ +

Moscow region

16 Mariy Chorda National Park Mari El Republic September 13, 1985 www.mariy-chodra.ru/ +

17 Meshchera National Park Vladimir region April 9, 1992 www.park-meshera.ru/ +

18 Meshchersky National Park Ryazan region April 9, 1992 www.sovka.narod.ru/ +

19 Nechkinsky National Park Udmurtia Republic October 16, 1997 www.nechkinsky.ru/ +

20 Nizhnyaya Kama National Park Republic of Tatarstan April 20, 1991 www.nkama-park.ru/ +

21 Onezhskoye Pomorye National park Arkhangelsk region February 26, 2013 - -

22 Orlovskoye Polesye National Park Orel region January 9, 1994 www.orelpolesie.ru/ +

23 Paanajärvi National Park Republic of Karelia May 20, 1992 www.paanajarvi.onego.ru/ +

24 Pleshcheevo Lake Yaroslavl’ region September 26, 1988 www.plesheevo-lake.ru/ +
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Table 1: Continued

Availability of

information

## Park name Location Date of foundation Park website e-mail address  www.zapoved.ru

25 Pribaikalsky National Park Irkutsk region February 13, 1986 www.pribaikalsky.ru/ +

26 Pripyshminskiye Bory National Park Sverdlovsk region June 20, 1993 www.nppbor.ru/ +

27 Prielbrusye National Park Kabardino-Balkaria Republic September 22, 1986 www.parkelbrus.ru/ +

28 Russkaya Arktika National Park Arkhangelsk region June 15, 2009 www.rus-arc.ru/ +

29 Russky Sever National Park Vologda region March 20, 1992 www.parkrusever.ru/ +

30 Samarskaya Luka National Park Samara region April 28, 1984 www.npsamluka.ru/ +

31 Sebezhsky National Park Pskov region July 1, 1996 www.seb-park.ru/index.html +

32 Smolensk Lakeland National Park Smolensk region April 15, 1992 www.poozerie.ru/ +

33 Smolny National Park Mordovia Republic March 7, 1995 www.parksmol.ru/ +

34 Sochi national park Krasnodar region May 5, 1983 www.sochinp.ru/category/news/ +

35 Taganay National park Chelyabinsk region March 5, 1991 www.taganay.org/ +

36 Tunkinsky National Park Buryat Republic May 27, 1991 www.tunkapark.ru/ +

37 Ugra National Park Kaluga region February 10, 1997 www/parkugra.ru/ +

38 Udegeyskaya Legenda National Park Primorskiy Krai June 9, 2007 www.ud-legend.ru/ +

39 Khvalynsky National Park Saratov region August 19, 1994 www.nphvalynskiy.narod.ru/ +

40 Chavash Varmane National Park Chuvash Republic June 20, 1993 www.npark21.ru/ +

41 Shorsky National Park Kemerovo region December 27, 1989 www.shorsky.zapoved.ru/ +

42 Shushensky Bor National park Krasnoyarsk region November 3, 1995 www.shushbor.ru/ +

43 Yugyd Va National Park Komi Republic April 23, 1994 www.yugydva.komi.com/ +

44 Ladoga Skerries National Park Republic of Karelia May 23, 2009 www.parks.karelia.ru/ladoga

/rus/index.html -

45 Land of the Leopard National Park Primorskiy Krai April 5, 2011 ã. www.leopard-land.ru -

Minor part of parks, founded in recent years, has either
non-informative websites or no own websites, which
undoubtedly reduces their capabilities. For an objective
analysis of websites of national parks in the Russian
Federation, they should be grouped as functions of
completeness and quality of information, presented on
website. In this regard, we identify four categories:

Category  1:  Websites  which  comprehensively   display
all  the  necessary  information  about  park  and are
created on the basis of wide application of Internet- Fig. 1: Distribution of sites of national parks in the
technologies; Russian Federation over categories.

Category 2: Websites which display all the main At present (in 2013),  there  are  45 national parks in
(necessary) information; the Russian Federation. Most Russian national parks

Category 3: Websites with minimal and poorly structured their pages on the Internet portal: www. zapoved.ru.
information; The distribution of websites of national parks over

Category 4: No official website of national park and no refers to the second category and only a quarter of
necessary information about national park in specialized websites (23%) refers to the first category. At the same
sources. time, some parks (2%) have no website at all.

have their own resources and practically all of them have

categories (Fig.1) demonstrates that most of them (70%)
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Table 2: The factors, influencing appeal of websites of national parks.

no. Factors, increasing appeal of website Factors, decreasing appeal of website

1. The presence of special section, elucidating tourist-related Absence of specialized tourist content, arranged into the separate section:

capabilities of website. Tourism.

2. Interesting interactive content and, in particular, application of creative Poor quality of specialized tourist content: insufficient information about

market approaches to promoting the tourist objects, routs, ecological paths, tourist routs, camping sites, parkings and so on. 

ecological paths and so on.

3. Interactive maps Empty pages

4. Arrangement of contests on website Links to non-existent locations, addresses, documents

5. Presence of questionnaire modules Unadapted cartographic material

6. Integration of website into social networks Incomplete translation of materials on website into foreign languages 

7. Educational sectors on website Large volumes of unstructured information

8. An offer of interesting tours (for gathering mushrooms, berries and so on) Creation of websites on template Internet grounds

9. Links to authoritative ecological organizations Unsuccessful color decisions in the sphere of website design 

(e.g., World Wildlife Fund (WWF))

10. Prevalence of green and/or blue colors in design of website Absence of readable and logical structure of website

11. 3-D panoramas of objects Poor navigation

12. Colorful and high-quality photo and video material with high resolution Errors in text

13. Audio accompaniment (some national parks have their own hymns) Outdated information

14. Convenient navigation over website

15. Up-to-date and renewed information

16. Virtual excursions and virtual museum

17. Access to electronic newspaper of the national park

18. Information about destinations, best suited to take impressive photos

(***Compiled according to enhanced analyses of websites of national parks of the Russian Federation)

From aforesaid we can conclude that, on the whole, The  analysis   of   factors,  influencing  appeal of
the question of the general informatization of such an sites   of   national   parks,   showed   that   the  quality
important part of specially protected areas as national and appeal of specialized  tourist  content is rather
parks is solved, but the quality of created Internet important  component,  requiring  permanent
resources, unfortunately, remains problematic for this development.
nature conservation activity, having governmental and We present the main directions of optimization and
social significance. Also, a detailed analysis of websites development of web resources of national parks of the
of national parks of the Russian Federation showed that Russian Federation:
many of them use competent and interesting findings in
the sphere of solution of specialized IT-problems, use The structure of sector, devoted to tourism, should
advanced experience and initiative of interested social be created taking into account shift of emphasis
groups and enlarge their technical and technological toward  popularization  of tourist-related capabilities
capabilities. of park: tourist routs, ecological excursions, tourist

At the same time, there are serious obstacles, festivals and so on.
inhibiting the creation of strong brands for even most The   development    of    interesting    tourist   offer
successful national parks of Russia. In opinion of David for different target groups of consumers and,
Aaker, famous specialist in the sphere of branding, the primarily, for families with kids, youth and
key factor of  successful  creation  of brand is its schoolchildren.
originality [10]. The development of brand excursions, aimed to

The analysis of web resources of national parks of promote ecological paths in national parks.
the Russian Federation confirmed the importance of The development and practical implementation of
market activity and gave an opportunity to identify main new principles of creation of tourist printing art and,
factors, increasing or decreasing the appeal of web in particular, the creation of new-generation tourist
resource of a national park (Table 2). guide-books.
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